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Work of Art

Y

ou know that whole your-faceis-a-canvas metaphor? We may
have laid it on you once or twice.
Well, the makeup makers are
getting very literal about it, with
tubes of intense pigments and eyeliners
that are straight-up quills. Tonight’s
look might just be your masterpiece.

From left: Clinique Pop Lip Shadow in Fuchsia
Pop; Glossier Cloud Paint Seamless Cheek
Color in Beam; TonyMoly Painting Therapy Pack
in SOS Care Pink Color Clay; Make Up For Ever
Aqua XL Color Paint in M-90 (purple), M-70
(orange blob), M-40 (yellow blob), and M-72
(red); Nails Inc. nail polish in White Out; and
Pretty Vulgar Liquid Eyeliner Pen in Top Secret.

HIGH-TECH HAIR
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The hottest skin-care trends
have gone to our heads.

Micellar water...that clarifies. The micellar
surfactants in DevaCurl Micellar Water Cleansing
Serum and Redken Micellar Clean-Touch Shampoo
surround and remove product buildup, dirt, and
oil in your hair, says cosmetic chemist Ni’Kita Wilson.
Use weekly in place of a clarifying shampoo, whose
sulfates can sap moisture from already-dry curly hair.
In-shower lotion...that styles. Just like wet-skin
moisturizers, Living Proof Perfect Hair Day In-Shower
Styler leaves behind water-resistant resins, so you
lock out humidity and lock in your natural kinks and
waves before you step out of the shower.
Foam...that dry-cleans. Drybar Detox Whipped Dry
Shampoo Foam and Ouai Dry Shampoo Foam take oilabsorbing particles (volcanic ash and minerals),
combine them with alcohol, and shoot them through
with air. The results: airy mousses that spread easily over
your greasy roots, then dry quickly. —JESA MARIE CALAOR
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The medical costs linked to indoor-tanning-related skin cancers in the U.S. in a single
year, according to a new study from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
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